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ALBERS, DONALD J. 1991. Interview with IRVING KAPLANSKY. The College Mathematics Journal 
22(2), 99-117. Kaplansky talks about his origins in Canada, interests in the piano and in swimming, 
education at Toronto and Harvard, academic career and colleagues at the UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO, 
and his present position with the Mathematical Sciences RESEARCH INSTITUTE in Berkeley. A postscript 
describes his Presidency of the American Mathematical Society. Several PHOTOGRAPHS of family and 
colleagues are included. (DEZ) # 18.3.1 
ANELLIS, |. H. 1984. Russell's earliest reactions to Cantorian set theory. In J. E. Baumgartner, 
D. A. Martin, and S. Shelah (Eds.), Axiomatic set theory, Contemporary Mathematics, Vol. 31, pp. 
1-11 (Providence: Amer. Math. Soc.). An overview of the unpublished writings of BERTRAND RUSSELL 
on Cantor and SET XHEORY from 1896 to 1900 and on the discovery of the Russell paradox. FOUNDA- 
TIONS. (IA) #18.3.2 
ANELLIS, I .H. 1986. Russell's problems with the calculus. In C. Binder (Ed.), 1. Osterreichisches 
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Symposium zur Geschichte der Mathematik, Neuhofen an der Ybbs, 9. bis 15. November 1986: 
Mathematik--Anregend oder Angeregt, pp. 124-128 (Vienna: 0sterreichische G sellschaft or Gesch- 
ichte der Naturwissenschaften). An account of the unpublished writings of BERTRAND RUSSELL from 
1896 to 1897 on real and infinitesimal ANALYSIS and the "antinomies" ofthe continuum. FOUNDATIONS. 
(IA) #18.3.3 
ANELLIS, I .H.  1987. Russell's problems with the calculus. In V. L. Rabinovich (Ed.), LMPS '87: 
Abstracts, 8th International Congress of Logic, Methodology and Philosophy f Science, Moscow, 
USSR, I7-22August 1987, Vol. 3, Sect. 13, pp. 16-19 (Moscow: Institute of Philosophy of the Academy 
of Sciences of the USSR). An account of the unpublished writings of BERTRAND RUSSELL from 1896 
to 1897 on real and infinitesimal ANALYSIS and the "antinomies" of the continuum. A slightly revised 
version of #18.3.3. FOUNDATIONS. (IA) #18.3.4 
ANELLIS, IRVING H. 1990/1991. Schr6der material at the Russell Archives. Modern Logic 1(2/3), 
237-247. A description of the holdings of the BERTRAND RUSSELL Archives relating specifically to 
ERNST SCHRODER. It includes Russell's copy of various works of Schr6der and his few notes on these 
materials. There is no Russell-Schr6der correspondence, as Russell had little regard for Schr6der's 
work in particular or for the entire algebraic tradition in general. LOGIC. (DEZ) #18.3.5 
ANELLIS, IRVING H. (Ed.) 1990/1991. Modern Logic 1(2/3). The double issue of this journal com- 
memorates the birth of ERNST SCHRODER (1841-1902) and is devoted to his life and work. An introduc- 
tion (pp. 113-117) by the Guest Editor, Volker Peckhaus, discusses the publication of Schr6der's 
monumental 3-volume work Vorlesungen iiber die Algebra der Logik (Exakte Logik). PHOTOGRAPH. 
(DEZ) #18.3.6 
ARENZANA HERN,6,NDEZ, VfCTOR. 1990. El rigor en los libros de texto de geometrfa en los comienzos 
del siglo XIX. Jos6 Mariano Vallejo (1779-1846) y las Adiciones a l  Geometria de Don Benito Bails 
(1806). [Rigor in GEOMETRY TEXTBOOKS at the beginning of the 19th century. Jos~ Mariano Vallejo 
(1779-1846) and the Adiciones a la Geometria of Don Benito Bails (1806).] LLULL 13(24), 5-19. 
Change of orientation from 18th-century intuition to 19th-century rigor in geometric teaching in SPAIN. 
B. BAILS. J. M. VALLEJO. (VA) #18.3.7 
ARTETXE, ALEJANDRO. 1990. /,Qu6 estaba preparado para ver Thomas S. Kuhn? [What was Thomas 
S. Kuhn prepared to see?] LLULL 13(24), 21-42. This paper analyzes the influence of LUDWIG FLECK'S 
The genesis and development ofa scientific fact, the psychology of the Gestalt, and the feedback effect 
of Kuhn's own work on his book The structure ofscient([ic revolutions. EPISTEMOLOGY OF SCIENCE. 
PARADIGMS. T. S. KUHN. (VA) #18.3.8 
BAILHACHE, P. 1988-1989. Temp6raments musicaux et math6matiques. Sciences et Techniques en 
Perspective 16, 83-114. Studies on MUSICAL TEMPERAMENTS by C. HUYGENS, C. HENFL1NG, J. 
SAUVEUR, AND H. HELMHOLTZ. (ACL) #18.3.9 
BAUER, S. See #18.3.77. 
BELL, ERIC TEMPLE. 1990. The last problem. Washington: Mathematical Association of America, 
326 pp. Paperbound, $17.50. A casual, selective, idiosyncratic history of the cultures that gave birth 
to FERMAT'S LAST THEOREM, from Babylonia to 17th-century France. Numerous digressions on remote 
topics remind us of Bell's reputation for historical fiction. Originally published in 1961, this edition is 
enveloped by a preface and contemporary notes by the editor, Underwood Dudley. [Adapted with 
permission from The American Mathematical Monthly 98(2) (1991), 183.] (LAS) #18.3.10 
BERGGREN, J. L. 1990. Proof, pedagogy, and the practice of mathematics in MEDIEVAL ISLAM. 
Interchange 21(1), 36-48. An examination of the practices that convinced Medieval Muslim athemati- 
cians of the validity of a result when no formal PROOf was available. Examples include root extraction, 
the binomial theorem, and numerical methods in astronomy. Criticisms by Islamic scholars of ARCHI- 
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MEDES' construction of the heptagon, EuDoxus' theory of proportion, and ABU SAHL AL-KUHI'S value 
of ~" are given. (DEZ) #18.3.11 
BLAIR, ANN. 1990. Tycho Brahe's critique of Copernicus and the Copernican system. Journal of 
the History ofldeas 51(3), 355-378. Although TYCHO BRAHE (1546-1601) admired the simplicity of 
NICOLAUS COPERNICUS' heliocentric model he opposed it on both biblical and empirical grounds. In 
the view of Brahe, Copernicus relied excessively on previous observations, made few new ones, and 
failed to meet Brahe's standard of accuracy (one minute of 360°). Brahe's work deserves notice for 
both the methodological innovations and the geoheliocentric model, a compromise between the models 
of Ptolemy and Copernicus. (JG) #18.3.12 
BOTT, RAOUL. 1991. GEORGES DE RHAM 1901-1990. Notices of the American Mathematical 
Society 38(2), 114-115. Obituary. (DEZ) #18.3.13 
BREZINSKI, CLAUDE. 1991. History of continued fractions and Pa ~ approximations. Berlin/Hei- 
delberg/New York: Springer-Verlag. 551 pp. Hardbound: $79. The author cautions that "this book is 
more a collection of facts and references about CONTINUED FRACTIONS than their history in the modern 
sense of the word," though he hopes it will be "the starting point of some serious historical work." 
The work traces continued fractions from classical Greece to 1939. The prehistory began with Euclid's 
algorithm for the GCD and progressed through the approximate computations of square roots and PelFs 
equation. The birth occurred in 16th-century Bologna with BOMBELLI and CATALDI. The golden age 
of continued fractions occurred next, the theory being carried out by EULER, LAMBERT, and LAGRANGE. 
Various aspects of the theory are traced through the 19th century and the early part of this century. 
There are a scientific bibliography with 2302 items, a historical bibliography with 478 items, and a name 
index that lists the dates and places of birth and death of all mathematicians cited. (DEZ) 
#18.3.14 
BROWN, E. See #18.3.86. 
BUZON, F. DE. 1988-1989. L'exp6rimentation dans la constitution de la th6orie musicale 
(1580-1650). Sciences et Techniques en Perspective 16, 115-133. Experimentation asa constituent in
the THEORY OF MUSIC, 1580-1650. M. MERSENNE. G. GALILEI. R. DESCARTES. I. BEECKMAN. (ACL) 
#18.3.15 
CANNON, J.W. 1991. Mathematics inmarble and bronze: The sculpture of HELAMAN ROLFE PRATT 
FERGUSON. The Mathematical Intelligencer 13(1), 30-39. Biographical remarks on the mathematical 
SCULPTOR Helaman Ferguson, including reference to ORSON PRATT, a distant relative who wrote a 
book on solving polynomial equations. PHOTOGRAPHS. (DEZ) #18.3.16 
CHABERT, JEAN-Luc. 1990. Un demi-si~cle de fractales: 1870-1920 [A half-century of FRACTALS: 
1870--1920]. Historia Mathematica 17(4), 339-365. The paper has several themes related to the develop- 
ment of fractals beginning with the "monsters" from the 1870s (continuous nondifferentiable curves, 
Brownian motion, the work of JEAN PERRIN). Next comes the notion of DIMENSION in the work of 
Cantor, Peano, Moore, and Hausdorff, then more monsters intrude (the Cantor set, the devil's staircase, 
the SIERP1NSKI tapestry, and the Sierpinski triangle). The last part discusses the debt owed by BENOIT 
MANDELBROT to GASTON JULIA and PIERRE FATOU. The author concludes, "Today there are no longer 
monsters, only fractals." (DEZ) #18.3.17 
CHERN, SHIING-CHEN. 1990. What is geometry? The American Mathematical Monthly 97(8), 
679-686. A discussion of the major historical developments in GEOMETRY by one of the world's premier 
practitioners. (DEZ) # 18.3.18 
CHUDNOVSKY, DAVID V., AND JENKS, RICHARD n. (Eds.) 1990. Computers in mathematics. New 
York: Dekker. vii + 410 pp. Paperbound: $89.75. Among the 15 papers from the July 1986 International 
Conference on Computers and Mathematics held at Stanford is one by GEORGE DANTZ1G on LINEAR 
PROGRAMMING and its effects on COMPUTING. [Adapted with permission from The American Mathemat- 
ical Monthly 98(1) (1991), 83.] (PZ) #18.3.19 
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CLERO, J .P.  1988-1989. Un instrument de mesure des croyances: La r~gle de Bayes. Sciences et 
Techniques en Perspective 16, 1-24. The rule of THOMAS BARES as an "instrument for the measurement 
of belief." (ACL) #18.3.20 
DA SILVA, CLOVIS PEREIRA. 1988. A Mulher na comunidade matem~.tica Brasileira, de 1879 a 1979. 
Quipu 5, 277-289. [Brazilian WOMEN in the mathematical community of BRAZIL from 1879 to 1979.] 
(ACL) #18.3.21 
DARNELL, ADRIAN C. (Ed.) 1990. The collected economics articles of Harold Hotelling. New 
York/Berlin/Heidelberg: Springer-Verlag. ix + 178 pp. Hardbound: $49.80. HAROLD HOTELLING, a 
statistician with very little formal training in economics, made contributions to economics which, 
though not voluminous, were pioneering in MATHEMATICAL ECONOMICS. Here they all are, together 
with a 28-page introduction to the life and economic thought of Hotelling. [Adapted with permission 
from The American Mathematical Monthly 98(2) (1991), 192.] (WE) #18.3.22 
DIMITRI~, RADOSLAV. 1991. SIR ISAAC NEWTON. The Mathematical lntelligencer 13(1), 61-65. 
Brief biography with a discussion of many places that are directly or indirectly connected to Newton, 
including directions for reaching them. PHOTOGRAPHS of six places. (DEZ) #18.3.23 
DIPERT, RANDALL R. 1990/1991. Individuals and extensionallogic in SchrGder's Vorlesungen iiber 
die Algebra der Logik. Modern Logic 1(2/3), 140-159. An examination of two questions related to the 
philosophical content of ERNST SCHRODER'S Vorlesungen iiber di  Algebra der Logik (Exakte Logik): 
what did he mean by an "individual" and why did he develop an extensional theory of LOGIC that was 
more in the tradition of English logic than in the German intensional tradition? PHILOSOPHY OV 
MATHEMATICS. (DEZ) #18.3.24 
DIVERT, RANDALL R. 1990/1991. The life and work of Ernst SchrGder. Modern Logic 1(2/3), 
119-139. The biographical part of the paper cites Friedrich Wilhelm Karl ERNST SCIJRODER (1841-1902) 
as "one of Germany's major logicians of the 19th century." His work is then divided into four 
categories. The paper concentrates on SchrGder's magnum opus Vorlesungen iiber die Algebra der 
Logik (Exakte Logik), which, despite its title, was apparently not based on any lectures. The paper 
discusses the reception of SchrGder's work, his later influence, and the two main sources about his 
life. It also describes Schroder's Nachlass and its transmission. ALGEBRA OF LOGIC. (DEZ) 
#18.3.25 
DUDLEY, UNDERWOOD. See #18.3.10. 
DUNHAM, WILLIAM. 1990. Journey through genius: Thegreat theorems of mathematics. New York: 
Wiley, xiii + 300 pp. Hardbound, $19.95. A TEXTBOOK about 12 "great theorems," each of which is 
preceded by a discussion of the mathematical setting and the broader historical context. A portion of 
the book is biographical. The results are taken from geometry, algebra, number theory, analysis, and 
set theory. (JPJ) #18.3.26 
EDWARDS, HAROLD M. 1990. Divisor theory. Boston: Birkh~iuser. xiv + 166 pp. Hardbound: 
$29.50. An introduction to KRONECKER'S theory of divisors, which has a precursor to DEDEKIND'S 
ideal theory. NUMBER THEORY. [Adapted with permission from The American Mathematical Monthly 
98(1) (1991), 76.] (SB) #18.3.27 
EITEL, S. See #18.3.77. 
FASOL-BOLTZMANN, ILSE M. (Ed.) 1990. Ludwig Boltzmann Principien der Naturphilosophie: Lec- 
tures on naturalphilosophy 1903-1906. Heidelberg/New York/London: Springer-Verlag. ix + 303 pp. 
Hardbound, 127 DM. This book brings to light lectures on the philosophy of nature given by LUDWIG 
BOLTZMANN at the University of Vienna from 1903 to 1906. Except for the inaugural lecture, this series 
was considered lost until Fasol-Boltzmann discovered and transcribed shorthand versions in the 
Boltzmann family papers. The present volume gives her transcriptions (in German) and includes an 
introduction (in German with complete English translation) on Boltzmann's life and work in the 
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PHILOSOPHY OF NATURE. The book is further supplemented byan essay entitled "Ludwig Boltzmann 
and the Foundations and Natural Science" by Stephen J. Brush and by a fairly detailed summary (in 
English) of the contents of the lectures by Gerhard Fasol. (KVHP) #18.3.28 
FEFERMAN, SOLOMON (Ed.) 1990. Kurt GOdel. Collected works. Volume H. Publications 
1938-1974. New York/Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press. xv + 407 pp. Hardbound. Reviewed by Ivor 
Grattan-Guinness in Historia Mathematica 17(4) (1990), 392-393. This volume contains the later 
achievements in LOGIC and SET THEORY of KURT GODEL, thus completing the publication in collected 
form of his published works. The contributing editors have added extensive commentaries. Two
volumes in preparation will include extracts from Grdel's manuscripts and shorthand notebooks. 
(DEZ) #18.3.29 
FIENBERG, STEPHEN E., et al. (Eds.) 1990. A statistical model:Frederick Mosteller's contributions 
to statistics, science, and public policy. New York/Berlin/Heidelberg: Springer-Verlag. xviii + 283 
pp. Hardbound: $39. Friends, collaborators, colleagues, and students discuss FREDERIC MOSTELLER'S 
contributions tomathematical STATISTICS. There are biographical necdotes on Mosteller as an educator 
at HARVARD and a brief biography by J. W. Tukey. Numerous PHOTOGRAPHS. [Adapted with permission 
from The American Mathematical Monthly 98(1) (1991), 82.] (MK) #18.3.30 
FRIEDELMEYER, J .P. 1988-1989. Un mathrmaticien Alsacien sous la Rrvolution Fran~aise, Louis 
Arbogast. Sciences et Techniques en Perspective 16, 25-45. [An Alsace mathematician in the French 
Revolution, Louis AaBOGAST.] The life and work of Arbogast is presented, motivated by the fact that 
both are overlooked by French histories. Pages 39-45 paraphrase Arbogast's presentation of his 
formulas of derivation. (ACL) #18.3.31 
GARIBALDI, U., AND PENCO, M.A. 1991. lntensional vs. extensional probabilities from their origins 
to Laplace. Historia Mathematica 18(1), 16-35. A comparison of two works on the application of 
PROBABILITY to human testimony, an anonymous paper of 1699 and the celebrated 1814 treatise of 
LAPLACE, shows that radical conceptual changes occurred in the field of probability during the late 
18th century. The pivotal role of JAKOB BERNOULLI is examined. The authors call for a more correct 
periodization of the work of THOMAS BAYES. (DEZ) #18.3.32 
GISPERT, H. 1988-1989. Le milieu mathrmatique frangais et ses manuels (1870-1900). Sciences et 
Techniques en Perspective 16, 46-54. [The FRENCH mathematical milieu and its TEXTBOOKS, 
1870--1900.] Summarizes recent work of a research group on mathematical textbooks. (ACL) 
#18.3.33 
GOLLAND, LOUISE. 1990. KARL MENGER and taxicab geometry. Mathematics Magazine 63(5), 
326-327. The genesis and naming of TAXICAB GEOMETRY. (DEZ) #18.3.34 
GOTXWALD, S., ILGAUDS, H.-J., AND SEHLOTE, K.-H. (Eds.) 1990. Lexikon bedeutender Mathe- 
matiker. Leipzig: Bibliographisches Institut. 51)4 pp. Brief accounts by 36 authors of 1800 mathemati- 
cians, from ancient o living. Includes indications of sources and some portraits. BIOGRAPHIES. (ACL) 
#18.3.35 
GRATTAN-GUINNESS, IVOR. 1989. Some remarks on the recognition of ARABIC MATHEMATICS in 
the writings of Montucla and Delambre. Ganita-BhdratL Bulletin of the Indian Society for History 
of  Mathematics 11, 12-17. J. E. MONTUCLA'S Histoire des math(matiques (1758, 2nd ed. 1799-1802) 
and J.-B.-J. DELAMBRE'S Histoire de l'astronomie du moyen dge (1819). (ACL) #18.3.36 
GRATTAN-GuINNESS, IVOR. 1990. Does History of Science treat of the history of science? The case 
of mathematics. History of  Science 28, 149-173. HISTORIOGRAPHICAL argument, with examples, that 
though "mathematics has played a major role, at times a dominating one, in the history of sc ience; . . .  
by contrast, it is normally ignored in [the profession of] History of Science." (ACL) #18.3.37 
GRATTAN-GUINNESS, IVOR. 1990. The varieties of mechanics by 1800. Historia Mathematica 17(4), 
313-338. A survey of MECHANICS from 1780 to 1800 that takes pains to distinguish "Newtonianism" 
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from "mechanics." Three main traditions are discussed: the Newtonian tradition, variational mechan- 
ics, and energy mechanics. The range of mechanics during this period is then divided into five branches 
instead of the usual division into terrestrial and celestial mechanics. The author discusses some 
philosophical issues. He also describes the major texts of LAGRANGE, DE PRONY, and LAPLACE, and 
some developments in GERMANY and ENGLAND. (DEZ) #18.3.38 
GRATTAN-GUINNESS, IVOR. 1991. Lines of mathematical thought in the ELECTRODYNAMICS of Am- 
pere. Physis: Rivista Internazionale di Storia della Scienza 28,115-129. The mathematical features of 
A.-M. AMP~RE'S work between 1820 and 1827 on the mutual action of two wires carrying electricity. 
(ACL) #18.3.39 
GRATTAN-GUINNESS, IVOR. 1991. The correspondence b tween GEORGE BOOLE and STANLEY JEV- 
ONS, 1863-1864. History and Philosophy of Logic 12, 15-35. The first complete transcription of these 
letters. From the author's abstract: "Jevons proposed certain radical changes to Boole's system, which 
Boole did not accept; nevertheless, they were to become well established." They relate to why 
BOOLEAN ALGEBRA is not Boole's algebra. (ACL) #18.3.40 
GRATTAN-GUINNESS, |VOR. See also #18.3.29 and #18.3.63. 
GRAY, JEREMY. 1991. Did Poincar6 say "Set theory is a disease?" The Mathematicallntelligencer 
13(1), 19-22. After tracing the famous remark attributed to HENRI POINCARI~ in the works of M. Kline, 
E. T. Bell, J. Pierpont, and O. H61der, the author suggests that there is no evidence that Poincar6 ever 
made the remark; then he reconstructs its origin and propagation. PHOTOGRAPHS of Poincar6 and 
H/31der. (DEZ) #18.3.41 
GRIFFIN, NICHOLAS. See #18.3.73. 
GUPTA, R.C.  1991. Seminar on astronomy and mathematics in ancient and medieval India: A 
dialogue between traditional scholars and university-trained scientists. Historia Mathematica 18(1), 
56-62. Report from a national seminar held May 19-21, 1987, at the R. K. Mission Institute. There are 
synopses of the 32 papers that were presented and the six keynote addresses. A resolution regarding 
research on the history of the mathematical sciences in INDIA is included. ASTRONOMY. (DEZ) 
#18.3.42 
HALD, ANDERS. 1990. A history of probability and statistics and their applications before 1750. 
New York: Wiley. xiii + 586 pp. Hardbound, $69.95. A history of the early period in the development 
of PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS written in textbook style by a retired professor of statistics at the 
University of Copenhagen. The five broad categories of topics covered are background inmathematics, 
philosophy and social conditions; biographies (Pascal, Fermat, Graunt, the Bernoullis, DeMoivre, 
Montmort, Laplace, Huygens, Newton, Galileo, Kepler); probability theory and games of chance; 
statistics in astronomy and demography; and life insurance. Reviewed by Eugene Seneta in Historia 
Mathematica 18(1) (1991), 75-78. For a complementary period in the history of statistics ee # 18.3.74. 
(NRT) #18.3.43 
HANNA, GILA, AND WINCHESTER, IAN (Eds.) 1990. Creativity, thought, and mathematical proof. 
Interchange 21(1). The special issue of this quarterly educational journal is devoted to mathematical 
PROOF. Several articles carry historical flavor. Those by J. L. Berggren and by I. Kleiner and N. 
Movshovitz-Hadar nd abstracted separately. (DEZ) #18.3.44 
HARDY, G.H.  1990. Letter to GEORGE POLYA. Mathematics Magazine 63(5), 312-313. The letter 
from G. H. HARDY challenges P61ya's wife to identify a poet, but she thinks the letter was intended 
for G. D. Birkhoff's wife. (DEZ) #18.3.45 
HORMIGON, MARIANO. 1991. Garcfa de Galdeano's works on algebra. Historia Mathematica 18(1), 
1-15. An analysis of the work of ZOEL GARCIA DE GALDEANO V YANGUAS (1846--1924), who was one 
of three turn-of-the-century authors who introduced modern mathematical ideas in SPAIN. This paper 
discusses three of Galdeano's works on ALGEBRA, with the emphasis on how they reflect both the 
Lagrangian paradigm and the Hilbertian paradigm. (DEZ) #18.3.46 
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HOUSER, NATHAN. 1990/1991. The Schr6der-Peirce correspondence. Modern Logic 1(2/3), 
206-236. Publication of hitherto unpublished correspondence b tween ERNST SCHRODER and CHARLES 
S. PEIRCE from 1890 to Schr6der's death in 1902. Included are eight letters from Schr6der and three 
from Peirce that shed light on their friendship, interests, and concerns. The author provides background 
material and a bibliography of all works cited in the letters. SYMBOLIC LOGIC. (DEZ) #18.3.47 
ILGAUDS, H.-J. See #18.3.35. 
INGRAO, BRUNA, AND ISRAEL, GIORGIO. 1990. The inoisible hand: Economic equilibrium in the 
history of science. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, xiii + 491 pp. Hardbound, $47.50. An exploration of 
the history of efforts to mathematicize ECONOMICS, rooted in the 18th-century attempts to imitate 
Newtonian mechanics, centered on the 19th-century work of Lf~ON WALRAS which established the idea 
of equilibrium as the central issue in economic theory, and moving through the 20th-century work of 
Kenneth Arrow, Gerard Debreu, and Steven Staple. [Adapted with permission from The American 
Mathematical Monthly 98(1) (1991), 85.] (LAS) #18.3.48 
ISRAEL, GIORGIO. See #18.3.48. 
JAHNKE, H.N.  1990. Mathematik und Bildung in der Humboldtschen Reform. Gottingen: Vanden- 
hoeck & Ruprecht. 504 pp. DM 130. Mathematics and EDUCATION during the HUMBOLDT REFORM. 
The place of mathematics in the scientific culture of early 19th-century Germany. In the subject of 
ALGEBRAIC ANALYSIS the conceptual changes undergone at the turn of the 19th century are exemplified. 
(ACL) #18.3.49 
JENKS, RICHARD D. See #18.3.19. 
KAHANE, JEAN-PIERRE. 1991. JACQUES HADAMARD. The MathematicalIntelligencer 13(1), 23-29. 
The paper aims to revive the legend of the mathematician called le petit p~re Hadamard. The first part 
describes his life, concentrating on his involvement in the events of the time. The second discusses 
several results and notations due to him. PHOTOGRAPHS of Hadamard, his wife, and his daughter. 
(DEZ) # 18.3.50 
KLEINER, I . ,  AND MOVSHOVITz-HADAR, N. 1990. Aspects of the pluralistic nature of mathematics. 
Interchange 21(1), 28-35. Examples from various historical periods illustrate the pluralistic NATURE 
OF MATHEMATICS. The method of PROOF is described in various settings: ancient Greece, the views of 
Leibniz and Descartes, the vibrating-string controversy, symbolical algebra, the definition of a function, 
the views of Riemann and Weierstrass oncomplex analysis, the synthetic-analytic battle, 19th-century 
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